How Hyundai Motor America Is Getting Its Leadership Team Up to Speed

SUMMARY

Hyundai Motor America, based in Fountain Valley, Calif., is a subsidiary of Hyundai Motor Co. of South Korea that employs 68,000 people and has annual sales exceeding $57 billion. Since entering the U.S. market in 1986, Hyundai has invested more than $1 billion in its North American operations, with factories in California, Alabama and Michigan and more than 750 dealerships nationwide.

THE HYUNDAI MOTOR AMERICA WAY

The U.S. Department of Labor has been frighteningly consistent in its forecasts: the country faces a growing deficit of skilled workers. By some estimates, the United States will have as many as eight million skilled jobs left unfilled by 2012.

The automotive industry certainly isn’t immune. Consider, for example, the North American division of Hyundai Motor Co. The company has seen rapid sales growth in the last 10 years or so—which has accelerated not only a demand for skilled workers, but also a need to hire talented leaders.

Over the years, Hyundai had found its leaders in the two usual ways: by bringing them in from other companies or promoting them from within the company. But research has turned up an interesting statistic: of those executives brought in from outside, only 22 percent remained after five years, while 75 percent of those promoted from within remained after the same time period. Therefore, it became obvious that cultivating homegrown leadership was worth paying attention to. But that raised another issue: how should the company go about nurturing and developing its future leaders—especially in an ever-tightening labor market?

ACCELERATING LEADERS

Hyundai executives realized the imperative to create a comprehensive leadership development program—an intensive course that would focus on growing accountable leaders instead of merely providing an overview of the subject. “We threw away our supervisory skills ‘program in a box’ and decided that despite all those hundreds of leadership and management companies out there, we would design our own from scratch,” says Tom Dell, Hyundai’s manager of training and organizational development.

Hyundai produced a program that was designed for three distinct groups:

- Managers and executives
- Administrators, analysts, field representatives and other “exempt”-level employees
- Hourly (“nonexempt”) employees showing leadership aptitude
Dell describes the Hyundai leadership program as being “just like an MBA program.” It lasts approximately 18 months, with required readings, presentations and team research projects. Participants meet once a month at Hyundai’s Fountain Valley headquarters for a one-day session. Approximately 75 percent of the program is instructor-led learning, with the balance done online – mostly supplemental (background and refresher) material.

A significant part of this program is an innovative training experience called Impact5: The Business of Leadership Game®, a business simulation and communication program developed by Paradigm Learning to help participants learn the responsibilities of leadership, understand how their decisions are directly linked to short- and long-term business results, and ultimately embrace their leadership roles.

Using competitive game situations, participants manage a department within a fictitious company. They face the challenge of getting results, struggle with personnel issues, deal with interdepartmental relationships, and balance tactical and strategic decisions. They get blindsided. They regroup. They analyze. They take action. And they learn about being part of a larger leadership team whose individual and collective actions affect employees, customers and the business as a whole.

Impact5 serves as a special kind of educational reinforcement, allowing knowledge and skills learned throughout the Hyundai leadership program to come vividly to life. “It just ties everything together,” Dell says. “We read books, we give presentations, we talk about what leadership is and how it works, but Impact5 is the way we apply everything we’ve talked about.”

Hyundai’s leadership program helps participants make connections between classroom theory and business-world reality.

They are able to answer such questions as:

- What are the top challenges facing my organization, and where do I fit in?
- What challenges do I face in fulfilling my accountabilities?
- What tools can I use to execute my accountabilities?

Impact5® is effective because it uses an educational methodology known as discovery learning. Discovery learning works by immersing people in situations that mimic the complexities of the real world, challenging them to take risks and make mistakes, without real consequences. “Most of the time when we’re learning something, we never actually say, ‘Hey, I’m learning!’” says Robb Gomez, president of Paradigm Learning. “That’s the secret to discovery learning—it happens when you don’t realize it. Over time you become aware that you’ve actually absorbed the information. Once you create a context for people to tap into their own abilities, like in a game situation, training no longer is something you do to employees, it’s something employees do for themselves.”
DRIVING FOR PERFECTION

Those who complete the program receive company certification as leaders. Even as the first groups were “graduating,” it quickly became apparent that this certification would carry considerable weight within the company. “There’s no guarantee of getting a promotion, but we’ve already got enough people inquiring about future programs to fill them, so the interest definitely is there,” Dell says. “We’ve got some of our executives lining up their top talent to go into the program, which I think is a compliment.”

But that doesn’t really come as a surprise to Dell, who has previously partnered with Paradigm Learning on other educational programs, including employee financial literacy and business acumen training.

Dell says Impact5 has been a perfect fit at Hyundai as part of a larger leadership curriculum. “It works for us as a tool among several in a unified effort to build leadership skills,” he says.

Since 1994, we have specialized in business acumen training to develop a business-savvy, mission-focused workforce. With an alumni population of almost 2 million participants, our unique and innovative business acumen solutions have reached leaders and team members around the world and across every industry. We leverage immersive classroom-based simulations, developed with gaming elements that drive participants to understand sophisticated business concepts, leadership skills, and financial terms in an exciting and unforgettable way. We have worked with some of the biggest and best organizations in the world to foster an ownership mindset and decision-making prowess in their employees through experiential learning.